
Many Glasdon products are manufactured from recycled polymers to reduce demand 
for virgin material.  At the end of their service life, virtually all Glasdon products 
may be recycled to produce new products. This makes Glasdon products extremely 
energy efficient.

Models such as Phoenix Seat and Enviropol Bollard are manufactured from 100% post-consumer 
waste. All Nexus 50 and Nexus 100 recycling bins now contain recycled content whilst many 
other products (when supplied in black colour) will contain almost 100% post-industrial waste. 
Glasdon is committed to increasing the proportion of recycled material in its products.

Contact our Sales Office for 
more details.

Successful promotion with 
personalised products

YOUR 
LOGO 
HERE!

Mob: 
0386 41 64 99 14

Tel/fax: 
0386 45741 050

is a fire extinguishing plate fitted 
within the bin top.  Should a fire break out inside the bin, a 
special replaceable, heat responsive device releases the plate, 
which then seals off the mouth of the liner and snuffs out the fire 
through oxygen starvation.  Replacement of the heat responsive 
device using only a screwdriver resets Firexpire on site.
Firexpire is an effective low cost auxiliary device and must never replace 
primary fire prevention measures.  Obstructions preventing the plate from 
dropping may adversely affect the function of the unit and as many Firexpire 
devices are used in unsupervised locations, regular inspection and immediate 
replacement of any damaged or distorted components is essential.
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Stage 1  
A burning  
match is  

carelessly  
discarded  

into a litter  
bin.

Stage 2  
The fire  

takes hold.

Stage 3  
In under a 

minute, the fire 
extinguishing 

plate drops  
onto the liner.

Stage 4 
The fire is 

contained.

n Personalisation n Firexpire

              , Alturo, Ashguard, Ashguard SG, Ashmount, Ashmount SG, B-Line, Buffer, Combo, Combo Delta, Turbocast 1000, 
Turbocast 300, C-Thru, Eclipse, Envoy, Envoy Duo, Evolution, Fido 25, Froggo, Fullbloom, Glasdon Jubilee, Glenwood, Guardian, 
Hippo, Glasdon Ice Grips, Integro, Integro City, Lo-Co, Luna, Mobilo, Modus, Munchy, Neopolitan, Nestor, Nexus, Orbis, Orbistor, 
Phoenix, Rebound Signmaster, Retriever 35, Retriever City, Sherwood, Skipper, Space-Liner, Splash, Streamline Jubilee,  
Super Trimline 50 HSL, Tidybear, Topsy, Topsy Jubilee, Vergemaster RX and Visage are trademarks or registered  
trademarks of GLASDON GROUP or its subsidiaries in the UK and other countries.  

Glasdon Group Limited Is An Equal Opportunities Employer. 
© Glasdon International Ltd. 03/2013.  Glasdon reserve the right to alter price and specification without prior notice.When you have finished with

this letter please recycle it

When you have finished with
this brochure please recycle it

When you have finished with
this flyer please recycle it
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Email: 
constant@telemach.net

Order online at: 
www.glasdon.com 
www.constant.si
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n Recycled Material Content

Constant d.o.o. Bled
Triglavska cesta 41
4260 Bled
SI SLOVENIA

Tel/fax: 0386 4 5741 050
Mob: 0386 41 64 99 14
Email - constant@telemach.net
Website www.glasdon.com 
and www.constant.si 
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n Indoor Recycling Containers

 Nexus® 30
Capacity: 30 Litres Capacity: 50 Litres

Capacity: 100 Litres

Nexus 100

Nexus 50

New Nexus 30 is a stylish solution for areas where space is limited.

This large capacity recycling unit provides a stylish solution to enhance efficiency in office environments.

The sleek, contemporary design of Nexus 50 will complement any office.

Nexus 100 Duo allows two waste streams in a 
single unit.

NEW

Nexus 100 Duo
Capacity: 100 Litres
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n Indoor Recycling Containers

Nexus 130   Nexus 
130 Trio

Nexus 130 provides a generous 130 litre 
capacity in a low-cost stackable unit.

Nexus 130 Trio combines three waste streams in 
a single unit.

Envoy™  Nexus Shuttle

Envoy & Envoy Duo have a D-shaped design to take up minimal space. Choice of aperture kits 
to provide a versatile solution for different waste streams.

 Eco Nexus

New Eco Nexus for organisations wishing to introduce a low 
budget recycling scheme.

Nexus Shuttle has a large aperture and tough foot pedal. Choice of liner 
options available.

Envoy Duo™

NEW

NEW

NEW
Capacity: 60 or 85 Litres Capacity: 130 Litres

Capacity: 130 Litres

Liner Capacity: 60 LitresCapacity: 67 or 82 Litres
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n Outdoor Recycling Containers

Nexus 200

 Modus™

 Visage™

Nexus 200 is a contemporary styled twin-liner recycling bin, ideal for use in busy areas.
Modus housing is the perfect solution for maintaining the security and 
aesthetics of waste and recycling containers from 600L to 1280L. 

Visage is designed to screen 600L to 1280L capacity wheeled containers 
and provides an attractive appearance to unsightly bins.

C-Thru™ 
Recycling 
Bin

Glasdon Jubilee™

C-Thru Recycling Bin is a large capacity 
container with a clear body. Available with 
Nexus 130 Trio Top.

Glasdon Jubilee offers a stylish and practical solution for areas 
where a high volume of recyclable litter is created.

Nexus 360

Nexus 360 is a unique recycling housing designed to 
accept a 240 litre or 360 litre wheeled container.

NEW

NEW

Orbis™ also 
available

Used by London 
2012 Olympic 

Games

Capacity: 200 Litres Capacity: 600 
to 1280 Litres

Capacity: 600 
to 1280 Litres

Capacity: 240 or 360 Litres Capacity: 110 Litres

Capacity: 
180 Litres
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 Sherwood™

Froggo™ Splash™ TidyBear™

Luna™

Evolution™

New Sherwood litter container is available as an open or hooded model and styled with a realistic timber 
appearance that requires no maintenance.

Luna provides contemporary styling at an economical price. 
Available with or without hood.

Evolution is a contemporary styled 65 litre litter container with 
a strong door for easy access and anti-poster features.

Froggo, Splash and TidyBear encourage children to dispose of litter correctly.

NEW

n External Litter Containers

n Animal Shaped Litter Containers

       Glenwood™ 
BollardNEW
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n External Litter Containers

Glasdon Jubilee

Neopolitan™

Topsy Jubilee™

Glasdon Jubilee offers excellent anti-flyposting and anti-vandalism features.
Neopolitan has a large 100 litre capacity and keyless locking 
system. Mini Neopolitan has a 63 litre capacity.

Topsy Jubilee is a Victorian-style litter container.

          Streamline 
Jubilee™ Mini 

Neopolitan™
NEW

Super Trimline 50™ HSL Topsy™ Orbis

Contemporary styled circular sack holder, ideal for 
any environment.

The stylish Topsy 2000 litter container is available 
with a keyless locking system or sturdy key-lock. 
Available in many colours.Super Trimline 50HSL can be either post or wall mounted.
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n Smoking Solutions

  Integro City™ Ashtray Tops

New Integro City is a streamline ‘2 in 1’ ash litter bin 
which incorporates both an ash liner and waste liner in 
one stylish unit.

A large range of ashtrays are available for 
Glasdon litter/recycling containers.

Integro™

Stylish, purpose designed litter container with 2 integral 
ash containers.

Ashmount™ 3L Ashmount™ 1.5L

Heavy duty cigarette disposal unit for wall or glass 
mounting.

A slimline cigarette disposal unit manufactured from 
Vandalex®.

Ashmount SG®

Wall/post or glass mounting cigarette bin fitted with 
Smokeguard™ smoke-dampening device.

NEW

Ashguard™ Eclipse™ Canopy

Floor mounted cigarette bin available 
in dark grey or stainless steel.

Durable and modern, Eclipse Canopy offers several fixing options; wall, post, side by 
side or back to back.

Ashguard SG®

Contemporary styled, floor mounted 
cigarette container fitted with our unique 
Smokeguard system to contain smoke.
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n Catering Waste

 Nexus Shuttle Nexus 100 Cup Collector

The Nexus Shuttle is the ultimate food waste collection unit; it has a 60 litre capacity, large aperture 
and tough foot pedal.  Available with a liner or sack retention and removable shelf which allows the 
customer to reduce the capacity size to 30 litre or 40 litre.

Nexus 100 Cup Bank stores up to 600 used cups and 8 litres of 
waste liquid.

Combo™  Combo Delta™ Hippo™

Purpose designed for the catering industry, this 
foot pedal waste container meets food hygiene 
regulations.

New Combo Delta is a large capacity outdoor litter container 
with large aperture and target graphic to encourage use.

Combo is a multi-purpose 140 litre capacity food 
waste bin - ideal for self-service restaurants.

NEW

NEW

Includes a 
target graphic to 
encourage use
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Turbocast 300™

Turbocast 1000™

 Nestor™ 90

Orbistor™

 Nestor 400

  Glasdon 
Ice Grips™

New Nestor 400 has a large 400L capacity. The double skin lid 
offers exceptional strength and durability. 

Easy to fit, Ice Grips can be used on snow 
and ice.

New Nestor 90 has a compact space-saving design.

Orbistor’s spherical design provides enhanced 
strength and an impressive 800 litre capacity.

Manual spreading machine which spreads 
dry or wet grit/salt to a width of between 3 
and 7 metres.

Spreads to a width of 10 metres, for fast, efficient salt/grit 
spreading.

NEW NEW

NEW

n Litter Collection

n Winter Safety

Skipper™ Space-Liner™

Skipper multi-purpose cleaning 
trolley is ideal for sweeping, cleaning 
and transporting equipment.

Spaceliner has superb balance and is very easy to manoeuvre. It is available in 100 
litre or 200 litre versions.

 Mobilo™

New Mobilo Litter Collection Trolley is a 
robust, economical orderly barrow ideal for 
indoor or outdoor use.

NEW
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Munchy™ Caterpillar Seat

 Lo-Co™

Phoenix™

 Alturo™

Phoenix Seat is durable and robust and is manufactured from 100% recycled material.

Alturo metal seat and bench offer robust vandal-resistance at a low price without 
compromising on style.

Munchy Seat is ideal for children’s play areas.

Specifically designed to appeal to children, it creates a distinctive yet 
functional playground feature.

n Dog Waste Solutions

n Seating and Benches

Retriever 35™

A 35 litre unit which can easily be 
mounted onto posts or walls. An 
optional bag dispenser is available.

Fido 25™ Retriever CityRetriever City™
Sack Dispenser

Economical dog waste bin with 
optional sack dispenser.

A contemporary styled dog bin with a 
narrow footprint and a sack dispenser to 
suit urban areas.

Retriever City Sack Dispenser offers a 
stylish way to ensure dog waste sacks are 
available to dog owners.

NEW

NEWNEW

Integrated Sack 
Dispenser
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 Guardian™

Lifebuoy B-Line™

FullBloom™

New Guardian Lifebuoy housing protects vital life-saving equipment from the 
elements, whilst also increasing visibility.

FullBloom planters incorporate a unique self-watering system. Rail-mounting and 
hanging versions are available.

NEW

n Bollards and Posts

n Water Safety n Planters

Vergemaster RX™Rebound 
Signmaster™

Buffer™

New advanced design Vergemaster RX 
Marker Post is constructed from Reflexapol™ 
material to provide good rebound 
performance in the event of vehicular impact.

Rebound Signmaster is available as 
a non-illuminated model or an LED 
illuminated model. Manufactured 
from passively safe Impactapol 
material. 

Impact absorbing bollard, 
perfect for car parks. 
Manufactured from 100% 
recycled rubber tyres.

 Glenwood™

Glenwood post is manufactured from new 
Everwood material, a unique, realistic timber 
grain material.

NEW

Available in two sizes.


